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Kusch+Co prioritises the delivery to healthcare facilities 
Within a few days after the order is placed, Kusch+Co delivers the seating of their series 2200

¡Hola! and the tables of series 3050 to healthcare facilities.

Following the outbreak of the coronavirus, hospitals and other healthcare

facilities are scrambling to create new intensive care wards and quarantine

stations in the shortest possible time. Swiftness and uncomplicated handling

now have top priority. In order to be of assistance, Kusch+Co offers to

customers in the market sector Health the possibility to get the tried-and-

tested seating series 2200 ¡Hola! as well as the table series 3050 within a few

days.

Kusch+Co’s own hygiene expert, Ingo Bandurski, underlines the importance of

implementing the hygiene requirements for medical wards as laid down in the

Infection Protection Act in other environments as well, if these are temporarily used

by many persons: “Practically speaking, this applies to every canteen, staff

restaurant, event gastronomy, or open-space offices with hot desking: these

environments are shared by a high number of users, and therefore should be

furnished with hygienic furniture, as they otherwise entail a certain risk potential,”

recommends the expert.

Through the QR code on each product label, each customer, user, hygiene officer,

cleaner and facility manager has quick access to the cleaning instructions, and

knows what products can be used and how to apply them. Thanks to their patented

brand kuschmed® Hygienic-Line, Kusch+Co boasts a high level of expertise in the

field of hygiene geared towards seating. They are familiar with hygienic products,

materials, finishes and the correct labeling. On top of this, they make sure to stay

up to date with the latest developments. “We take this topic very seriously, and our

responsibility goes beyond the production and sales of furniture to the Care
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division.” explains Ingo Bandurski.

Please use the following link to download the solutions brochure by Kusch+Co,

which, among other things, elaborates on hygiene for seating.

https://bit.ly/3bs4Yib

https://bit.ly/3bs4Yib
https://bit.ly/3bs4Yib
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1 Kusch+Co offers its customers from the healthcare sector the opportunity to have the proven seating furniture range 2200

¡Hola! and the table range 3050 delivered within a few days. The easy-to-clean and disinfect seating and table furniture is

predestined for use in dining, break and recreation areas. Photo: Kusch+Co

2 The surfaces of hospital equipment must be easy to clean and resistant to disinfectants. Kusch+Co deals with the protected

trademark kuschmed® Hygienic-Line since 2006 systematically with the topic of hygiene, suitable products and materials. Photo:

Kusch+Co

3 The surfaces of hospital equipment must be easy to clean and resistant to disinfectants. Kusch+Co deals with the protected

trademark kuschmed® Hygienic-Line since 2006 systematically with the topic of hygiene, suitable products and materials. Photo:

Kusch+Co
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About Kusch+Co

Shaping the way we sit – Kusch+Co’s mission statement stands for more than 80

years of know-how in designing and producing market-oriented seating and interior

design solutions as well as for their proficiency in the fields of Fire Prevention,

Hygiene and Reduced Mobility.

With their renewed portfolio, Kusch+Co reacts to the changes occurring in the

modern working world, to the new challenges in the healthcare sector and to the

current requirements in airports and transit sites.

Kusch+Co – established in 1939 by Ernst Kusch and run as a family business in

the following decades, until recently by Ricarda Kusch – became a part of the

group of companies Nowy Styl, a leading European producer of comprehensive

interior design solutions geared towards offices and public areas, in 1939.

Kusch+Co is a globally operating premium brand, employing in their headquarters

in the Sauerland-based town of Hallenberg – the cradle of their entrepreneurial

roots – approximately 250 people. Their network includes other subsidiaries and

showrooms e.g. in Munich, Berlin, Paris, London, Brussels, not forgetting in the

Dutch town of Culemborg.

www.kusch.com

Facebook Instagram LinkedIn

www.nowystyl.com

http://www.kusch.com
https://www.facebook.com/KuschandCo/
https://www.instagram.com/kuschandco/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kuschandco/?originalSubdomain=de
http://www.nowystyl.com

